3 -"All the U.S. runs on 'poic'nality'/ they are MOSTLY below the level of ideas/ can[']t understand an idea/ all they can get is SO/ and SO SAID SO. " Yet the full dimensions of Pound's wartime activities were largely unknown then, and little better understood today. As suggested in Part I, much of what is known owes to the groundbreaking scholarship of Tim Redman -even if his archival discoveries have not been meaningfully advanced to date. Moreover, the largest gap in the critical literature is indicated in Pound's letter to Ungaro, cited by Redman without full awareness of its implications. Here Pound implies a far more extensive role in Axis propaganda than his published wartime broadcasts and Italian texts: "I like Morelli's reading of my stuff. The anonymous stuff is in some ways better than the personal/ When anonymous I can be omniscient/ when I speak in my own voice I have to be modest and stick to what I have seen first hand. "
